Security Department

Positive actions:

• Wear hats and sun glasses,
• Come to work well hydrated,
• Drink water regularly during the day; at least 2 litres within 2-3 hours,
• Use frequent rotation of staff,
• Spend more time in a shaded place.
Beach Club

Positive actions:

• Wear hats and sunglasses,
• Come to work well hydrated,
• Drink water regularly during the day; at least 2 litres within 2-3 hours,
• Clean the pool from 6.30 a.m. to 7:00 a.m. when it is not hot,
• Use frequent rotation of staff,
• Spend more time in a shaded place.
Positive actions:

• Wear hats and sunglasses,
• Come to work well hydrated,
• Drink water regularly during the day; at least 2 litres within 2-3 hours,
• Do not work from 12:30 pm to 15:00 pm from 15th of June until 15th of September 2017, therefore:
  • Use frequent rotation of staff,
  • Spend more time in a shaded place.
Positive actions:

• Wear hats and sunglasses,
• Come to work well hydrated,
• Drink water regularly during the day; at least 2 litres within 2-3 hours,
• Use frequent rotation of staff and breaks,
• Do not work from 12:30-15:00p.m.,
• Spend more time in a shaded place.
Awareness on “safety in heat” at EHS Department Notice Board and Bus Station for employees.
Food and Beverages restaurants (Cascade & Las Brisas), Transportation department

Positive actions:

• Wear hats and sunglasses,
• Come to work well hydrated,
• Drink water regularly during the day; at least 2 litres within 2-3 hours,
• Use cold towels for refreshing,
• Use frequent breaks and rotation of staff,
• Spend more time in a shaded place.
Awareness for hotel employees and for DTs in Emirates Palace Hotel

Positive actions:

• Wear hats and sunglasses,
• Come to work well hydrated,
• Drink water regularly during the day; at least 2 litres within 2-3 hours,
• Use frequent rotation of staff,
• Spend more time in a shaded place.

The Training:
• Ms. Katerina Karpova from EHS conducted the training “Working under Heat”.
Al Reyum contractor for landscaping activities in Emirates Palace hotel: raising an awareness on working in heat.
Internal Recognition of Campaign Implementation

We have examined the program on Safety in Heat Implementation and based on the outstanding practises I would like to recommend the best HSE Practises Award to Marina Department. It is considered the most favourable Health and Safety practise implementation on “Working in Heat”.

The main reason why we would like to appoint the Marina team is because they adapted daily operations for the safety of their respective colleagues. For example, they stopped the cleaning and maintenance of the boats which is considered to be their departmental routine activity, from 12.30 pm to 15:00 pm. They provided transportation/buggy service upon guest request.